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Quick facts on China 

Capital:Beijing

Population:China has the largest population in the world with a 

total of 1.3 billion, China takes up just under a 1/7 of the world's 

population and keep in mind that’s just one country.

Size:China is the third largest country by area at a size of 

9,706,961 sq km.

Continent :China belongs to the continent of Asia, Asia’s 

population is 4 billion people. Asia is also the Largest continent in 

the world.



The Chinese flag
In China the flag is known as this 五星红旗 meaning 

the five starred red flag.

It was designed by Zeng Liansong and was adopted 

on  September 27th 1949

The flag was up on a pole by the 1st of October 

1949 by the PLA the People’s Liberation Army the 

flag was overlooking the capital of China,Beijing

The original Flag was called The Flag Of Quing 

Dynasty this was a scalene triangle with a yellow 

background with a red ball in the corner with a 

cultural dragon in the centre

They’ve also had another flag before the one they 

have now this one was called The Flag Of The 

Republic Of China this flag is three quarters 

covered in blue and one quarter in red with a blue 

sun in the middle of the red corner



Chinese Foods
Sweet and sour Pork is one of the most traditional dish in China follow by a 

few which I will talk about now.

Kung pao chicken is also very well known in China, this is like a stir fry with 

vegetables, peanuts and lovely meat with a sauce.

In China it is considered rude to finish your plate your are supposed to leave 

a small bit so you can show the chef that they provided you with enough 

food. It is considered acceptable to slurp your noodles to show a sign of 

appreciation.

China eats lots on food which Europe would consider disgusting, they eat 

chicken feet, pigs ears, duck blood, intestines and a century egg. The century 

egg is preserved in a mixture of charcoal and quicklime for weeks and 

months this food is eaten as a delicacy in China



The Chinese New Year

The Chinese New Year animals, there is 12, in 

order, The rat, Ox, Tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, 

horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog, pig. I was 

born in 2007, the year of the Pig. There is a 

massive celebration for the New Years. Over 

2017 million people attend the festivals each 

year. They hold up dragons on poles and 

celebrate what the new year would bring. 



Thank you for reading 
the project


